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About This Game
The planet is being attacked and it will take a bodaciously bad-ass cursor pilot to blast the scum to whence it came! Dodge, dip,
duck, click and point your way to glory in the most gnarly retro-arcade death trap that you are likely to ever play! Point Perfect
will put that "I'm a real PC gamer" attitude to the ultimate test and might make you cry a little in the process. But fear not young
pilot, because with great challenge comes even greater glory and nerdy bragging rights! For a select few it will even mean
graduating from the prestigious Point Perfect University of Aeronautics. Which of course includes a printable diploma that you
can hang on your wall to make Mom proud!

Features
Procedurally generated levels means no game is quite the same!
Over 20 bosses that can evolve new attacks and patterns for you to adapt.
24 trophies to unlock as well as a secret game mode.
Get trolled! Point Perfect will test you to the limit and make fun of you if you fail!
Steam achievements
Trading cards
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Highcastle Studios
Publisher:
Plug In Digital
Release Date: 17 Jul, 2014
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It's fun! I just don't like having to close and reopen the game whenever I come back from AFK.. Really love the writing here, I
can see where they got the whole Fate/stay night insperation, yet remain its own original. Apparently this is but one of five VN
by the same writer. The Masadaverse is a series of visual novels written and done by Takashi Masada. There are a total of five
games written by him: Paradise Lost(The poster on the wall in Rin Fuji's room on the right), Dies Irae, Kajiri Kamui Kagura,
Soushuu Senshinkan Gakuen Hachimyoujin and Soushuu Senshinkan Gakuen Bansenjin, with the recent addition of Dies IraeInterview with Kaziklu Bey. The first three, plus "IKaBey" (a canon prequel to the main storyline of Dies Irae), are part of the
Shinza Banshou series (previously known as Kami-Sama series).
Now I'm really hoping steam brings over the Fate VNs and The Masadaverse VNs.. Do not buy this for any reason. The audio is
desynced! HOW DO YOU SELL A VIDEO IF THE AUDIO SKIPS AROUND? The video looks grainy and the color is mesed
up. Looks like a VHS rip.. Something like League of Legends \/ Overwatch only in 2D
Worth 10\u20ac for sure. This game is ok. it's kinda boring but it beats nothing.. Simple Puzzle Mechanics? Yes.
Simple Solutions? No.
It's certainly a challenging game, but after putting the same set of moves in over and over expecting a different result, you feel
compelled to just throw your computer across the room and curse every puzzle game you've ever played.. Great graphics, sweet
sound design, and a cool gameplay even though the controls are quite simple (in fact you can play both players at one time, even
though it becomes quite hard... your choice).
Red Rope is a fantastic game, a little gem.
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this game is amazing but say no to microtransactions. I got this for pre order. I wont get for any more though.. This is a game
that i am going to rate a 6/10 as this is going to be something that i can go on now and then and play the game but it's something
that if you have to go out soon or something, you are able to play a couple of level great game and amazing for the
achievements.. http://youtu.be/YQbJ7hMlGIM
http://youtu.be/zwbwrP8OEY0
I played Bad Bots for only 20 minutes or so (not because I don’t like the game).
As advertised you are pitted against a lot of bad robots in a big space ship.
Game looks good (It’s meant to be ‘retro’). Reminds me most of Bio-Menace (1993) and a few other old games.
I encountered some minor issues. It was a bit tricky to shoot over cover (but cool that you and the robots could duck behind it!).
I found that occasionally my equipped weapon randomly changes (when I change and then jump straight away?). I sometimes
found it hard to get off ladders unable to defend and avoid enemy attacks. The boss fight that I encountered could have been
better I couldn’t see a way to get out of the bosses path (i.e. grab a handhold and hang from the roof above it or something).
Basically the battle boiled down to it semi-stun locking me and having to out damage it.
However I enjoyed the game so far. It has a story with cut-scenes in a comic book style (sort of like in the original X-Com). It
wasn’t so retro that you couldn’t aim with the mouse. The Sci-fi space ship environment music were cool. Crawling through
service ducts are a nice addition to the corridors and rooms. Remains of the brutally murdered crew scattered throughout the
ship added to the atmosphere.
It is probably (I say probably because I haven’t play the whole game) worth it’s $1.99 price tag on steam. At the moment it is
only $0.49 which is the price I got it for and it was worth it even just for the short time that I played.
Click here for more let’s play videos =). I cannot recommend a game where the developers are very lazy and break the game.
Instead of fixing what they break, they end up telling the people who bought the game that it has to be there internet connection
and that's why it isn't working like it was before there update which broke the game in the first place. Stay clear of this game,
find another game with actual smart developers instead of these half\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665educated poor excuses
for developers. Buyer beware,\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665company and\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
developers that don't actually test there updates that break the game for people and then blame those people that actually put
money into this game made by half educated monkeys picking each others asses instead of fixing what they broke.
Note to the developers, fix your dam game and don't blame your player base for you breaking your own game, how dumb are
you people?. this game looks like a amateur game developer's first project and as if it was made in 1980's. i shocked when i
learned this game actually was made in 2012. it looks so old and ugly. gameplay is also not enjoyable and background music is
annoying.
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